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66 N. J. Richardson

assimilate and re-interpret these ideas in the light of their own
assumptions. This process can be observed at work in other are¿g

of Greek religion, as for example in the case of beliefs about the
nâture of the gods themselves. This perhaps explains why in the
field of ideas about life after death, as elsewhere, earlier and more
primitive notions survived alongside the more advanced and

sophisticated views of the philosophers, and continued to exercise

a powerful influence over men's minds throughout the whole
course of later antiquity.

4

Greeþ temples: Why and where?

J. N. COLDSTREA.M

fhis chapter is concerned chieflywith the purpose and function of
the temple in the ancient Greek world. First we must enquire

¡6rl¡, r,vhen, and why the Greek temple, as a free-st"ttdittg

architectwal form, came into being. Then we must examine

several temples and sanctuaries in various parts of the Greek

world, considering not merely their architecture, but their sur-

roundings too, and the widely different cults which they served:

cults carried out in the midst of a, polis, in honour of the city's

patron deity and protector; cults practised far away from any cíty,

in a wild mountainous setting; cults connected with the great

panhellenic sanctuaries, independent of any one polis, and some-

how transcending the differences and rivalries between cities; secret

cults associated with mystery religions, to which none save

initiates had access; cults connected with a god of healing and

medicine; and finally, oracular cults, including the greatest

oracular shrine of all which claimed to be the centre of the earth.

In each case we shall see how the character of the architecture was

to some extent dictated by the needs of the cult.
In the Minoan and Mycenaean civtlizations of the Aegean

Bronze Age, the temple as an independent building had been
virtually unknown. Indeed, there was then no need for such build-
ings. Absolute monarchy was the universal rule; the monarch was

also high priest, and the 'temples' which served the offìcial cults
would be small rooms within his palace, often tucked away in
remote corners. In the town beyond the palace walls, his subjects
would likewise set aside rooms within their houses for private
worship. And far away from the towns, other cults were practised
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68 J. N. Coldstream

on mountain peaks, or within câves, or in small rural enclosures.

Scenes ofworship in Minoan alt are most often set in the open air,
around sacred trees or isolated pillars, or around small portable
altars - a kind of worship which may leave no architectural traces

at all.

After the collapse of the Mycenaean civilization, and after the

destruction of its palaces around 1,200 8.C., traces of domestic

religion disappear. During the ensuing Dark Age it seems that all
worship took place in the open air, usually around a fixed and

raised altar for burnt sacrifices. And then, suddenly, in the great
dawn after the Dark Age in the eighth century 8.C., the free-
standing temple emerges as a new architectural form. But this
does not mean that ïeligious worship then went indoors. On the
contrâry, the open-air altar in most places remained the focus of
the cult. fu a general rule the temple was never a place for con-

gregational worship, like a Christian church; it was simply the
house of the god, the place where the god's image resided.

Why, then, should it have been during the eighth century that
the Greek temple has its origin? Its appearance coincides with
many other symptoms of a great awakening after the Dark Age,

and it has been reasonably claimed that the building of a free-

standing temple was one of the first corporate enterprises of the

emergent city-state. Doubtless there are other important signs of
the arrival of the true polís, not least the construction of massive

fortification walls and the provision of a central space for public
gatherings. Nevertheless a broad historical point can be made

with regard to the first temples, if we bear in mind the political
changes between Mycenaean and archaic times - the change from
monarchy to aristocracy, and eventually to constitutional govern-
ment. The corporate effortwhich had once gone into the building
of palaces and royal tombs for Mycenaean kings was now diverted
to the service of the gods, the supreme protectors of the polß; anda

god's house must at least be woïthy of a king. Thus the acropolis

of Tiryns, which had once been the seat of a Mycenaean monarch,

had by the eighth century been set apart for the worship of the
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p^ffondeity, Hera; her temple was actually built upon the ruins of
the Mycenaean palace, making use of its solid stone foundations.

Likewise, on the Athenian acropolis, the temples ofAthena are

preceded by the scânty ruins of another Mycenaean royal
oalace'' So-. of the best preserved traces of early temples are in Crete,
pzr'tly because their sites were left undisturbed by later gener-
adons, and partly because their walls were constructed entirely in
rough stone, rather than in fragile mud-brick. At Dreros in the
east ofthe isiand, the temple of Apollo Delphinios was built in the
late eighth century, and its rubble walls still stand some ten feet
high. Crete, during the troubles of the Dark Age, had been less

disrupted than any other Aegean land, so that there are remi-
niscences here of the Bronze Age: reminiscences of a Minoan
paltce shrine in the offering bench at the back of the temple, and
the altar nearby; and reminiscences of the Mycenaean throne
room in the central hearth-altar flanked by columns. This hearth
had been used for burnt sacrifìces, crete providing the exception
to the general rule of open-air ritual. Here, presumably, the
priests had roasted the goats whose horns were found in the debris
of the altar together with the sacrificial knife. But the most
remarkable discovery at Dreros was of the three cult-statues of
hammered bronze representing Apollo, Artemis and [rto, by far
the earliest cult-images found in any Greek temple. This is indeed
the house of the deities who presided over the ciry.

On the Greek mainland, traces of early temples are much less
well preserved because of the local tradition ofbuilding the upper
walls in mud-brick - and, of course, in major cities like Athã"t
and corinth the flimsy masonry of the earliest temples had little
chance of being well preserved under the deep and massive stone
foundations of classical and later structures. And so, to get an idea
of the elevation of early mainland temples, we must fall back on
clay models dedicated ar the remples which they represenr. A
model from the sanctuary of Hera at perachora [1], on the
corinthian Gulf shows a small building with a round, apsidal end
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1 Perachora, clay model of a ternple, restored'

and a high-pitched rool probably covered with thatch. It has a

shallow iorih, supported ty p"itt of small Posts standing in front

of the ,iã. walls. The painted meander dates it to the Geometric

sryle of the eighth century B'C' Another such model' of rect-

"íg.rl", 
plan, is-from the sanctuary of Hera near Argos; it has in

"dãitior, "r, 
even shallower porch at the back. Such buildings will

have had walls of mud-brick, perhaps reinforced by a timber

frame. The cella- or main cha-btr - would have been very much

at the mercy of the elements without some form of protection.

Thus the por.h., were functionally necessary to shelter the c.ella's

front *"1i; as for the side walis, the projecting eaves could throw

rain-drops off the r,.ulnerable mud-brick. But although these

i.,ri.., åign, be suffìcient for a small building, for larger temples

something more drastic was needed to Protect them from

rain.

In this respect the first temple of Hera on Samos' built around

800 s.c. ¡2"1, is " l"rrd-^.k in the history of Greek temple

architecture. It is the first Hekatompedon, the earliest temple to

establish rhe canonical length of a hundred feet, a precedent often

followed in archaic times.-The width is only twenty-one feet, but

E a
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2 Samos, early ternples of Hera, plans: (a) first temple, (b) second temple.

still wide enough to need a row of internal wooden posts to sup-

port the high-pitched roof. At the back of the cella, the stone base

ofthe cult-statue was placed slightly off centre, so that the internal

supports should not obscure it. The statue itself does not survive;

it was almost certainly of wood, and at this early date perhaps not
representational at all - a local historian mentions a primitive
wooden image of Hera resembling a plank, which was carried

around in processions. 'When the temple needed repair later in the
eighth century, the cella was surrounded by one of the earliest

known peristyles, of wooden columns: in this early context, a

most lavish and spectacular way of protecting the mud-brick walls
against the elements. Indeed, for a Greece just emerging from its
Dark Age, there is something grandiose and adventurous about
the whole building; even in the most sumptuous of Mycenaean
palaces, no single room had ever had a length of more than forty
feet. When this Samian architect designed the first Hebatompedon,

what sort of model did he have in mind? Nearest in space and time
(though probably a little later) is a large aristocratic megaron house
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on the acropolis of Emporio on the neighbouring island of Chios'

Like the Samian temple, it is a long hall with an internal row of

columns down the middle, approached by a porch with columns

âcross the front; its width is approximately that of the temple' but

its length is onþ sixty feet. So the grandest of house-plans could

b. .lJr.g"r.d in the ,.*i.t of the gods; but even for the gods it

*", i-p"o.rible at this early stâge to make the building any wider,

since tËe length of timbeis for a simple pitched roof limited the

width to 
"r, 

ãbroLrte maximum of about twenfy-fìve fegt'

Here, then, we have one of the very first public buildings in

Greece, in the service of the Patron deity' Its erection implies

c"..ftl pl".rning by the soverã ígn p,olis of Samos' situated one

hour's *"lk "*"y "iorrg 
the island's shore' The temple must have

been a great source of pride to the inhabitants; and yet the centre

of Herals cult still r"-rirr.d outside, round the open-air altar built

for burnt sacrifices. And this altar is sited above earlier altars

which had existed long before there was any thought of

building a temple.

ln tli. early seventh century this temple was- destroyed by a

river flood, 
".rd 

ir, successor [2b] shows several obvious improve-

ments. The shape is less absurdly narrow' and the architect now

felt happy 
"bo.rì 

spanning the width without the clumsy internal

,opportr;'irrstead Ëe used h"lÊcolumns attached to the side walls'

låit"pt th"r" *"11, were more solid; at all events' they now rested

or, 
" 

dn. stone footing of dressed rectangular blocks' The whole

"pp."."rr." 
is becoming more monumental' And there is also

-år. thorrght now for Ih. temple's surroundings' The seventh-

century sanctuary was aPproached through a monumental entrance'

"" 
pripytt". B"yátd th. 

"lt"t 
was a large-oPen space where.crowds

.oirti g^th* at festivals' This area lay between the temple and a

long Jp.r, colonnade, ot stod - one of the earliest examples

known. Its form wâs very simple: a back wall' and a roof resting

on tvvo rows of wooden'posts' Here, no doubt' were the booths

where visitors could obt"in suitable offerings to Hera; here, too,

they would find shelter from hot sun and rain'
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The seventh century saw the rebirth of monumental archi-

rccþJÍe as a ûne art. In temple building the greatest advances were

pade on the Greek mainland, where we witness the birth of the

Doríc order. The idea probably originated in Corinth, and the

fìrsr ffuly Doric temple of which we know lies in a rather back-

ward areavery much under Corinthian influence, at Thermon in

Aetolia. There for the first time we find the characteristic adorn-

rnent of Doric superstructure: the metoPes and triglyphs above

the architrave, the antefixes and water-sPotlts for attachment to

the cornices, and the clay rooftiles (for these terms see ch. 7, pp'

174f.). But the use of stone is still confined to the foundations; the

walls are still of mud-brick, the beams of the superstructure and

the perisryle columns would still have been of wood, while the

metopes and other revetments are of clay with painted designs'

The heavy clay tiles, however, were to have a decisive effect on

the future development of temple architecture. When they were

substituted for the oider method ofthatching, the pitch of the roof
changed from high to low, giving rise to the familiar shape of the

gable or pediment. Furthermore, the tiles increased the weight of
the superstructure to the point where there was real danger of
overloading the wooden columns and the mud-brickwalls; and so

the whole masonry was eventually translated into stone in all

temples built after the beginning of the sixth century. The temple

of Hera at Olympia [3], erected around 600 n.c., was one of the

latest to be built in the older manner, with wooden columns,

wooden beams, and mud-brick walls. The columns here were

gradually replaced in stone at different times - hence the wide

variety in the shape of the capitals; in fact, one wooden column

was still standing there when Pausanias visited Olynpia in the

second century AD.
Only a few years afterwards, the temple of futemis at Kerkyra

(Corfu) [4] was built wholly of stone - columns, suPerstructure,

and all. This temple is also the first to have sculpture filling its

pediments: in this case, the formidable Gorgon shown âs a nature

goddess, flankedbyher children Pegasus and Chrysaor, and attended
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3 Olympia, temple of Hera, Plan'

by a pair of vast lion-panthers. In this building all the essential ele-

-.rrl, of the Doric order âre there; the Greek temple has already

reached a monumental maturify at a time when secular architec-

ture was still in its infanry.

So much, then, for the origins. The next three centuries saw no

drastic changes in the ground plan of a Greek temple: a cella

approached ihro.rgh a porch þronaos), often with a second porch

"i 
ìt . back (opisthodomos), and surrounded by a peristyle of free-

standing columns. There were subtle adjustments in propottions,

and interior arrangements might vary considerably according to

the needs of the local cult; in the Sicilian colonies the basic plan

might be enlarged to a colossal size, while in the eastern Aegean

*oild the Ionic order was usually preferred to Doric. But in

general there was remarkably little development in temple_dcsign,

ã, ."t be seen if we comp ate alate fourth-century plan [5] with

those already considet.d. ttt us turn our attention, then' to the

setting of these remples, and to the different cults which they

served.

The temple just now mentioned is that of Athena Polias at

priene, the Iànic city in fuia Minor, overlooking the river Maeander.

The Priene we know is a new foundation of c' 350 B'C'' replacing

an older Priene (as yet undiscovered by archaeologists) which had
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4 Kerkyra (Corfu), temple of Arternis, plan and restored elevation.

been deserted after the silting-up of its harbour by the sluggish
river. The new city was laid out on a regular grid-plan, in accord-
ance with the method of town-planning established by
Hippodamus of Miletus. High up on the slope and not far below
the great rocky acropolis, a prominent platform was set aside for
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5 kiene, temple of Athena Polias, plan'

the temple and sanctuary of Athena in her attribute of Polias, the

protector of the polß. Much admired in antiquity, her temple was

ãesigned by $'thios who was also the architect of the Mausoleum

at Fla[carnassus. Indeed Mausolus himself, while he ruled over

these parts as satraP, may have had much to do with the foun-

dation of the new Priene; there was Plenty of room for a Carian

garrison on the acropolis. But during its most flourishing period in

the third century Priene was a completely independent polß wtth

its own democratic constitution. Almost the whole city has been

excavated, and a model reconstruction [6] shows the temple of
Athena in its urban conrext. The grid-plan consisted mainly of

private houses in blocks between streets, usually four to a block;

two whole blocks have been allotted to the sancftrary. on the

terrace immediately below lies the oPen sPace of the agora, centre

of public life, overlooked by the bouleuteTion where the eleaed

cogncil met; above, to the right, the full assembly of citizens

would have gathered in the remarkably well preserved little

theatre. There is room in this town for approximately five thou-

sand citizens, a figure close to that suggested by PLato (I-awsß7 e)

for his ideal state. kiene is a remarkably pleasant site to visit, pardy

because everything is kept within the human scale; no building is

oppressively-1"tge. The temple, with the other public buildings'

takes its place amidst the regular plan of court-yard houses'
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trast to this urban settingFor I complete con let US examlne the

P1. of Zers at o ymP1a, built 1n the 460s B. C. through the
tem

lympia, of thelnltlatlve of the neighbouring crty of Elis. o one

great anhellenic sancttlarles of the Greek world, was the scene of
P

from 776 almost
the Games held every four years B. C. con-

tinuously until 1ate antrqulty olympia was never a polß; but some

administr atrve buildings were made necessary by the sheer Scale of

the festival, which must have been one of the most powerful

unifying force S 1n ân otherwise deeply divided Greek world. The

centrâ1 p^rt of the sanctuary 1S the Altis the sacred grove,

dominated by the old temple of FIera which we have akeady men-

tioned, and the eàrly classical temp1. ofZgus one of the largest on

the Greek mainland. ItS survlvmg ru1ns will not bear any

reconstructlon tn situ; the original stucco coatmg of the columns

has nearly all worn off, leaving the shellv and crumblv limestone

exposed. Even SO, the VaSt Doric cxpitals lying on the ground, srx

feet across, zre sufficiently 1mPresslve. A reconstructed elevation

t?l shows the posltlon of the celebrate d sculptures: the pediments,

the east end portraymg the fatùchariot râce between Pelops and

Kitg Oenomaos over which Zelus himself presides âS arbiter; at

the west end, the battle between Lapiths and Centaurs rn the pres-

fApo11o; inside, above the entrances to the porchçs, are the
ence o

end. The
metoPes showing the labours of Heracles, slx at each

plan t8l 1S completely orthodox, but the chief lnterest here lies ln

the tS inside the ce lla to recelve the cult statue. ff wearfangemen
of threethink back to the first prlmltlve Hekatompedon Samos over

centurles earlier a cella one hundred feet long might seem rather

prodigal for housing I crude wooden lmage 1n the form ofL plank

At oly- the CâSC 1S very different: a much larger temple ls
p1a

which became of the
barely able to accommodate l cult-statue one

Seven
'Wonders o{ the ancrent wor1d. This 1S the coloss al gold and

chryselephantine statute of the seated Zers [el whichlvoïy
thirry tfter the

Pheidi AS was commissioned to deslgn some years

temple built. This colossal figure over fotty feet high, 1S noW
was

known to US onþ through rmttatrons on colns and other small
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7 Olympia, temple of Zeus, restored elevation with eâst pediment, and cross-section
with view of metopes.
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8 Olympia, temple of Zeus, Plan.

9 Olympia, temple of Zeus, cross-section through cel/a showing position of cult-

-l
I

statue.
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forms of art. The temple of Zeus is indeed the house of the god,

who must have filled the entire height of the cella. To accom-

modate the great breadth of the cult-statue, the interior Doric
columns are here organized in two tiers, thereby occupying less

floor space than a single order would have done (a similar solution
was adopted for the cellas of several other fifth-century temples

including the Parthenon, where another gigantic masterpiece of
Pheidias, the Athena Parthenos, was housed). Even so, Zeus's base

filled one third of the cella's length, and only one quarter of it lay
outside the railings in front of the statue. Visitors were admitted
into the temple to see the god's stâtue, at least by Graeco-Roman
times. The geographer Strabo observed that if the godwere to rise

he would unroof the temple. Yet, in spite of its cramped setting,

the statue itself excited universal admiration. Quintilian thought
that it had added something to received religion, while in Arrian's
view 'no man who had seen it could ever be completely
unhappy'.

From the pine groves of Olympia a few hours' journey out of
the Alpheios valleywill bring the traveller up to Bassae, in the arid
mountains ofwestern Arcadia. There stands the temple of Apollo
Epikourios [10], unknown to scholars before the late eighteenth
century, but outstandingly well preserved because of its very
remoteness from modern habitation. According to Pausanias the
temple was designed by lktinos, one of the architects of the
Parthenon, when the local inhabitants wished to express their
gratitude to Apollo as Epikourios (Helper) for deliverance from
the great plague of 430-429 B.C. Recent excavations, however,
have suggested an alternative meaning for Apollo's epithet. Today
the temple stands in bleak isolation; but in ancient times there was
a village (deme) nearby belonging to the polß of Phigaleia down
below. And the Doric temple which we know proves to be the last
offour successive buildings within the sanctuar¡ where the votive
gifts go back to the early seventh century B.C. Prominent among
them are pieces of miniature bronze armour, and iron figurines of
armed men - appropriate offerings to a warlike Apollo from the
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10 Bassae, temple of Apollo.

tough Arcadian mercenary soldiers (epikouroi) who fought for

whichever state could pay their wages. During the early years of
the Peloponnesian War and at the time of the great plague, fucadian

epikouroiwere fighting in the service of Athens. -At all events, even

if the Athenian Iktinos designed the temple, it served a cult very

different from that of the Parthenon - as is evident from the

interior arrangements [11]. Running round the top of the cella

inside was the frteze now in the British Museum, portraying

battles between Lapiths and Centaurs, and between Greeks and

Amazons. And there is a drastic attempt to save interior floor space

by supporting the ceiling upon attached Ionic halÊcolumns placed

up against the side walls. The fifth pair of halÊcolumns, in the far

.ãr.rèru of the cella, rs diagonally set; thence one passed through

into an extra room with a side door. This curious arrangement still

bafÍles scholars, and various explanations have been suggested'
'We start from the unusual orientation of the temple, north-south

instead of the normal east-west. According to one view, the

north-south orientation was dictated by the lie of the land; and so

the architect would have tried to make a gesture towards
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11 Bassae, temple of Apollo: (a) plan, (b) interior of cella, restored.
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orthodoxy by placing the cult-statue in a small chamber of its ora¡¡
with east-west orientation; the statue is imagined as being set up
against the west wall of this rear chamber, so as to catch the ûrst
rays of the rising sun streaming through the eastern side door. ,ç1
objection to this theory is that no trace ofa cult-statue, or even of
its base, has ever been found; and as we come to know more and
more about Arcadian sanctuaries, it emerges that the fucadians
actually preferred the north-south orientation as a matter of'
course. Quite recently a novel and imaginative explanation has
been adværced" demonstrating the prehistoric survivals in fucadian
religion. While most other Greeks had come to portray their
deities as anthropomorphic, the Arcadians even in classical times
still adhered to Bronze Age beliefs in the sancriry of pillars and
trees as divine objects of worship. Hence, in the absence of any
trace of a normal cult-image, it follows that the role of the cult-
statue was played by a remarkable free-standing column at the end
of the cella, atree and pillar combined: in fact, the very earliest of
Corinthian columns. An intriguing theory indeed, but we should
still have to account for the rear chamber with the side door.

From a backward part of mainland Greece we pass to the
hinterland of western Sicily, just beyond the limits of the Greek
world. The temple of Segesta [12] is superbly situated in a wide
valley and, like the Bassae temple, appears at fìrst sight to stand in
splendid isolation. On the nearby hill, however, scant traces of a

contemporary settlement have been found, razeà by the Saracens
during the tenth cenflrry ÀD. with unusual thoroughness. Segesta
had been a town of the indigenous Elymians, who by the fifth cen-
tury B.C. had become thoroughly hellenized under the influence
of the colonial Greek cities of Sicily. They remained, however,
consistently hostile to their nearest Greek neighbours, the
Dorians of Selinus; and against the Selinuntines on more than one
occasion they looked far overseas for support, to Athens. In the
narrative of Thurydides (6.8f[) we read how, by pretending ro
more wealth than their city possessed, in 41,6 B.C. they lured a

powerful Athenian armament to Sicily to attack the Dorian states,
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12 Segesta, the temple.

with consequences which were to prove disastrous for Athens.

The fìne-looking temple, possibly designed by an Athenian
architect not long before these events, gives us a similar im-
pression ofthe Elymian character; for itwas never finished. It is an

empty shell. The peripteron was erected, but the funds appear to
have run out before the cella could be constructed. The columns of
the perípteron had been smoothed, rcady for fluting; but no fluting
had been achieved. Since Sicily possesses no fìne marble, these

columns of shelly limestone would eventually have received a

coating ofwhite shrcco. Furthermore, on the stepped foundations
of the stylobate, one can still see the bosses by which the blocks
had been lifted into position; on a fìnished temple these bosses

would have been removed and the blocks properly dressed.

Although we know nothing of the cult for which the temple was
intended, it gives us some impressive evidence of the spread of
Hellenism through religious architecture; it also reveals one way
of building a Greek temple - though not necessarily the only way:
that is, from the outside inwards.

Among the ruins of neighbouring Selinus, the remains of eight
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Doric temples attest the astonishing prosperity of the city in
archaic and classical times. One of them, Temple G, is one of the
largest known anywhere in the Greek world, 361, feet long, 16{
feet wide, and with columns eleven feet in diameter. This grand-

iose building, however, was still incomplete when the city w¿g

captured and destroyed by the Carthaginians in 409 B.C. Here '¡¡s
shall single out for attention the archaic Temple F for its unique
plan [13]. Instead of forming the usual open colonnade, the external

columns are joined to one another by stone barriers, leaving

narrow doors for admission only on the short eastern side. Tl¡ig

unusual enclosing of the peripteron implies some kind of mystery

religion, to which not everyone had access. And yet there was

o

o

'l

a

b+

13 Selinus, Temple F, plan and restored elevation.
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room for a large gathering in the unusually wide spaces between

1þe peripteral columns and the cella walls. The ritual associated

with the temple must have taken place within this enclosure, in
the absence of the normal open-air altar.

The greatest of all mystery cults was celebrated in the sanctuary

of Demeter and Persephone at Eleusis. Today maîy visitors to

Greece are discouraged from going to the site by its unpleasant

industrial surroundings. Nevertheless, for those who have passed

wrthin the outer walls of the sanctuary, it is not diffìcult to forget

the nearby factories and recapture something of the ancient

atmosphere. There one cân see evidence for at least eighteen cen-

turies of continuous worship, from Mycenaeân times until the

suppression of pagan cults in AD. 395. The sanctuary l1,al rises up

a series of terraces on the flank of a small hill; on the broadest of
these was theTelesterion, the Hall of the Mysteries held in honour
of Demeter and Persephone. Little ofthis building survives except

for the ground plan, but roughly in its centre is a deep hole, where
excavators have discovered a series of earlier temples going well
back into the Mycenaean period. Each was larger than its pre-

14 Eleusis: model reconstruction of the sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone. In the
centre, the ftnal Telestërion, with a skylight above the Anaþtoron.
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decessor, until by the Periclean age this Hall of the Mysteries

occupied the whole terrace, including some stePs cut into the roclr

at th; back. This vast temPle, another building designed by

Iktinos, v/âs supported on a forest of columns, ofwhich the bases

can still be seen. In this form, with minor alterations in Roman

times, theTelesteríor stood for eight hundred more years, the place

where the secret myster¡rites were celebrated every year.

For the myth which explains the cult, our fullest source is the

Homeric Hymn to Demeter. The poet tells us how, after the loss of
her daughier Persephone to Hades, Demeter came to Eleusis æ a

mater doloro.sa, disguised as an old woman from Crete. On a stone,

near the entrance to her later sanctuary, she sat down and wept;

that stone became known as the Agelastos Petra, the'mirthless

rock'. Then the king and queen of Eleusis took pity on her, and

engaged her as a nurse for their young son, the prince Demophon.

While nursing the child Demeter planned one night to make him

immortal bybrytízing him with fire; but the queen caught her in

the act andwas deeply distressed. Thereupon the goddess revealed

herself in her full beauty, and with terrible anger denounced the

king and queen for rejecting the gift of eternal life for their son,

and commanded them to atone by building her a fair temple and

altar. This was done; but Demeter still remained in moqrning, and

caused a dreadful famine all over the earth for a whole year. At last

Zeus intervened, and ordered his brother Hades to release

Persephone from the underworld. Demeter now bebame recon-

ciled to the Eleusinians, and taught them - and them only - the

secret mystery-rites of her cult. So there grew up at Eleusis the

cult which 
"rrr*"r, 

one of the fundamental needs of humankind:

the need for food, and hence the need for the rebirth of the corn

crops each year. The corn, like Persephone, must stay below

g.o,rnd all through the winter months; but when it grows up in

spring, it becomes an earnest of immortal life for mankind, pro-

vided that they observe the secret Mysteries. 'H"PPy is he among

men on earth who has seen these Mysteries', says the poet of the

Hymn;'but he who is uninitiate and has no part in them never
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experiences such good things when he is dead, down in darkness

¿nd gloom' (480-2).
fu we have seen, the sanctuary had an extraordinarilylong life.

On the Telesterion site nine successive temples were erected [15].
fhe original Mycenaean building went through two architectural

stages, and is thought to have survived all through the Dark Age in
úhírdand fourth stage with the addition of a curved rerrace wall,
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15 Eleusis, Telest?rion, successive temples: (a) Mycenaean, (b) time of Solon, (c) time
of Pisistratus, (d) time of Cimon, (e) plan of Iktinos, (f) fifth-fourth cenrury 8.c.,
repaired in second century A.D.
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and then with a new enclosure. Then, in the time of Solor, â rsqT

temple was built, with a'hol¡oÊholies' at the back known as ¡[¡s
Anaþtoron or 'Palace', sited approximately over the spot where the
very fìrst Mycenaean shrine had been. This Anaþtorofl was fç
remain sacrosanct for the next thousand years, âs the very centre

of the mystery-rites. Meanwhile the temple, the Telesterion, v¿¿g

rebuilt on a larger scale by the tyrant Pisistratus (who added the
rock-cut steps), then by Cimon; then came Iktinos' large square

building in the time of Pericles, which was remodelled in Rornan

times; but every successive Telestërion incorporated the Solonian

Anaþtoron, itself a temple within a temple; today it leaves its trace

as a nârrow rectangle within one avenue of internal columns.

This little chapel is thought to have housed the original primi-
tive wooden image of Demeter; itwas also the scene of the climax
in the mystery-rites, which occupied nine days in September. The
fìrst four were devoted to various preparations in and around

Athens: the initiates would bathe in the sea, purifying themselves

and also the pigs which they would sacriûce to Demeter. On the
fifth day they marched in procession to Eleusis, carrying with
them the sacred wooden image of lacchus, and pausing at the
bridge of the river Kephisos to warn off evil spirits. On arrival at

Eleusis they rested all through the sixth day, but during the night
the Great Mysteries took place, culminating in the initiation
ceremony. Of these rites we can know nothing for certain,

because officially everlthing which took place inside the

sanctuary on this occasion was â close secret, guarded on pain of
death, and never revealed. On the seventh day the initiates rested

once again; the eighth was devoted to libations and rites for the

dead; on the ninth the procession returned to Athens.

Our only clue to the nature of the mystery-rites is that they
took place in three stages: first there were the dromena, things

done; then the legomena, things said; and finally the deiþnumena,

things displayed. The dromena mtghthave been a sort of nocturnal
pageant, re-enacting the sufferings of Demeter on the spots

associatedwith the mythical story. Ofthelegomenawe know nothing,
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except that they were in Greek, and were meant to be. intelligible
p the initiates; hence the exclusion from initiation of barbarians

who could not understand Greek. Equally obscufe are the

/eiknumena, but it has been conjectured that they might have been

some sacred relics preserved from Mycenaean times. After these

rites came the epopteia, the revelation for those who had been

inítíated the previous year. An imaginative attempt to reconstruct

this climax of the Mysteries [16] is staged around the Anaþ,toron,

under the forest of columns within theTelestêríon; ínan otherwise

dark hall lit only by torches, the moment ofvision or revelation is

achieved by the sudden admission of early-morning daylight

through a lantern or skylight immediately above the Anaþtoron.

Quite another kind of sânctuary is to be seen on the island of
Kos: a sanctuary of healing, with fuclepius the son of Apollo as its

presiding deity. Sanctuaries of this nature are always situated in
well-watered countryside; this one lies on a hill slope, about forty
minutes'walk from the ancient town of Kos. Constructed mainly

16 Eleusis, Anaþtoron, imaginative reconstruction of Mysteries
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in Hellenistic times, it is carefuily planned on three broad terraces

117]. On the lowest level are three stoas which enclose sulphurous

springs, waters which invalid visitors would drink as â cure; later a

Roman bath was added. The festivals of fuclepius were held on

the middle terrace, round the altar and the two small temples;

there, too, were the priests' quarters. The uppermost terrace \À/as

occupied by the large Doric temple of Asclepius and its surrounding

stoas. At other healing sancflraries, such as Epidaurus, the treat-

ment of invalids was largely auto-suggestive; they offered their
votives and their prayers, and then expected to see healing visions

in their dreams while they slept on the stone benches of the

sanctuary. Kos, however, is the home of Hippocrates (c. 450-370

n.c.), father of scientific medicine; as one might expect, visitors

here received real medical treatment, though probably in the

school ofmedicine established in the town by Hippocrates himself

rather than in the sanctuary. The siting of the temple [18] is truly
superb; from it one looks far out to seâ, to the coast of fuia Minor
beyond; just by the conical hill in the far distance the site of
Halicarnassus is clearly visible. Even today, a visit to the

fuklepieion of Kos is indeed a healing experience.

Finally we come to the oracular shrines of Apollo, and let us
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17 Kos, sanctuâry of Asclepius, restorâtion.
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18 Kos, sanctuary of Asclepius.

first consider the sanctuary of Didyma in western fuia Minor, in
the territory of Miletus. The temple which we see today was

begun around 300 n.c.; like some other buildings planned on this

grandiose scale, it was never finished. The slender Ionic columns,
sixty-four feet high l19a], were never crowned with a pediment.
To give some idea of the scale: a man of average height is as tall as

the column bases and the cushions immediately above. The plan

[i9b] is a vast enlargement ofthe usual design, encircled by a double
peripteron, and with three rows of columns in the porch. There are

also a number of unusual features, especially designed for the
working of the oracle. Beyond the porch lies an extïa ante-
chamber, with two interior columns; but access to it from the
porch was impossible, since its floor lies five feet higher up.
Beyond, a monumental flight of steps sweeps about sixteen feet
down into the cella, which was left open to the sky. Within this
open court lay a small temple [20] (foreground), which housed the
cult-image of Apollo. Visitors who came to consult the oracle
reached the court not through the antechamber, but by the two
passages on either side. These sloped down under barrel vaults, in
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19 Didyma, temple of Apollo: (a) restored elevation, (b) plan.

alrnost complete darkness, into two small rectangular rooms on

either side of the great stairway. Thence visitors would pass

through doors into the blazínglight of the court which served as

the alyton of Apollo; there a t".i"d grove surrounded the small

Ionic temple with the cult-statues, within which the prophetess
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20 Didyma, temple of Apollo: interior corrt, or adyton.

took her seat by the oracular spring. Only the priesthood had

access to the monumental steps leading up to the antechamber,

which may have served as the chrêsmographeion where the oracular

response was interpreted. Thereupon the priests, standing upon

the platform which barred direct access from outside, would
deliver the oracles to anxious visitors waiting among the porch
columns - a fine example of Hellenistic stage-management.

Delphi, the'navel ofthe earth', is the seat of Apollo's most pan-

hellenic oracular shrine. Its early history has yet to be clarified,
but already in Mycenaean times there maywell have been a cult of
a female deity on the lower part of the site, later occupied by the

Marmaria sanctuary of Athena; over two hundred female
fìgurines of the twelfth century B.C. were found on this terrace,
and the goddess to whom they were offered would have been
remembered in later times as Gê, the earth-goddess who was

Apollo's predecessor in local myth. By the eighth century,
however, Apollo had already become the presiding deity. One of
his special functions was as Archëgetës, the guide of colonists seeking
new homes overseas; from the Delphic oracle it was his custom to
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give his counsel and blessing to leaders of colonial expeditions -
and here lies one of the main reasons why Delphi rose to pa¡-
hellenic fame.

Apollo's own sanctutry (Hieron) is overlooked by the awe-

inspiring Phaidriades, the two Shining Rocks, situated in the
foothills of Mount Parnassus. Between the two lies the Castalian

spring, whose function was originally limited to cleansing and

purifying (it was not until Roman times that it was associated in
any way with poetic inspiration). 'Within 

the Hieron 127 , ch.6] the
Sacred Way winds up the successive terraces, past the treasuries

set up each by a different city to house the most impressive of its
dedications, jostling one another in competition for Apollo's
favour. Prominent among them is the late archtícTreasury of the
Athenians, notable for its metopal sculptures depicting the labours

of Theseus and Heracles, and also for the long Hellenistic in-
scription which includes the musical notation for aHymn to Apollo.

The corniche of the Sacred Way eventually reaches the bror.l
terrace of Apollo's temple, and farther up the hill are the theatr

and the stadium for the four-yearly þhian Games.

Unlike the Mysteries of Eleusis, there was nothing secret abo

the procedure for consulting the oracle. This topic is treated mor

fully rn chapter 6; here we are primarily concerned with the tempì ;

itself, within which the oracle was housed. The building whose

scanty remains we see today was erected during the fourth century
B.C.; it'\Ã/as â most conservative temple for its time, keeping exactly

the same elongated proportions as its archaic predecessor which
had perished in a fire or earthquake. One has the impression that a

special effort was being made to preserve or restore the interior
arrangements of the older temple. Of these arrangements there is

nothing left in situ; the modern visitor, faced with the bare foun-
dations of the temple, must therefore make an effort of the

imagination, armed with many clues from literary sources.

For ancient visitors to Delphi, enffy to the temple was restricted

to nine days in the year, and permitted only to those wishing to
consult the oracle after they had paid for a preliminary sacrifice.
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Once inside the porch, the visitor would be reminded of the
pelphic precepts ('know thyself', 'nothing too much', etc.)

¡scribed on marble herms, or busts. 'Ilte cella, suppotted on two
rows of internal columns like most classical interiors, would have

had an oppressively subfusc atmosphere; for somewhere in its
centralpart was the eternal oracular hearth, the Pythomantis Hestia,

which could never be extinguished. To consult the oracle he

would descend into Apollo's adyton, which cannot have been a
separate room since no internal walls have been found inside the
cella.Instead, at its far end, there is a rectangular aÍeawhere no
foundations were discovered, and it has been suggested that none

were ever laid. Here, then, is the most likely place for the sunken
adyton, where we must visualize the gold image of Apollo, the
storLe omphalos representing the navel of the earth, the sacred

laurel tree, and the þhian priestess seated upon her tripod and

mouthing the oracular responses in an ecstatic trance 128,30,31,,
ch. 61.

From this brief survey it will have become apparenr that the
theme of the Greek temple permits many variations, especially in
the management of interior space. Many temples were specially
sited, and specially designed, to meet the needs of a particular
kind of cult. The buildings can be appreciated simply as con-
summate masterpieces of ancient Greek architecture. But our
appreciation and enjoymenr will be considerably enhanced if we
enquire into the various forms of worship which they served.


